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A symposium on polar biology, "Polar Lore Since
1954, 51  held December 29, 1965, under
the auspices of the Western Society of Naturalists at
the 132nd Annual Meeting of the American Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science.

The afternoon session of the symposium, was con-
cerned with the Antarctic and featured five speakers
selected to discuss recent results of the U.S. Ant-
arctic Research Program. The first presentation,
Pliocene-to-Recent Polar Ice in the Antarctic, was
by Orville L. Bandy, University of Southern Cali-
fornia, who described several techniques of dating
climatic changes, which provide confirming evidence
that Antarctica has been continually under an ice
cover for the last 11 million years.

Dr. Bandy reported that Globigerina pachyderma
is dextral in tropical and sinistral in arctic waters.
Polar sinistral populations of this foraminiferan ap-
parently occurred in an equatorial direction about
11,500,000 years ago and since then have receded
toward their present bipolar distribution. Additional
evidence of this receding of colder waters comes
from oxygen isotope analyses, studies of the effects
of polar expansion on temperate regions, radiomet-
ric data in the Antarctic itself, and cores taken from
the deep sea.

Emanuel D. Rudolph, Ohio State University, in a
report, Ecological Studies of Vegetation at Hallett
Station, Antarctica, contrasted the complete lack of
antarctic plants south of 86 0 S. and the gradations
to a tree line at 58°S., to the occurrence of plants
on arctic ice that could drift across the North Pole,
and a tree line at 70°N. He reported that the some 4
percent of seasonally exposed land along the conti-
nental margins of the Antarctic has a population of
lichens and, less commonly, algae, with mosses oc-
curring in a few places on the more northerly parts
of the continent. The distribution of plants is criti-
cally related to melt water and to the microclimate
of the surface soil. In an experiment (terminated
with destruction of the grasses), a few grass seeds
germinated after 45 days in the soil near Hallett
Station during slightly over a week's time when the
microsurface temperatures did not go below freezing.
Generally, growth of the grass was restricted to one
blade.

A report was given by Jay M. Savage, University
of Southern California, on Fish Fauna of the Ant-
arctic, chiefly near Drake Passage, as investigated
during Eltanin Cruises 4 to 13. He reported that
19 families of fishes with about 60-70 species
occur south of the Antarctic Convergence, about
60°S. The fishes appear to be distributed by depth
in relation to the vertical and horizontal water
masses. The Antarctic Convergence is an effective
barrier to some groups of fishes; however, several
species of the genus Protomyctophum apparently
occur without respect to the Convergence. Dr.
Savage believes that the fish fauna is generally quite
similar all around the Antarctic in the zone near the
continent, and that the special groups of fishes which
are found near certain islands occur there almost
entirely by chance introduction through natural
phenomena.

The use of the Antarctic Continent as a unique
laboratory for biological studies was reported by
Takashi Hoshizaki, University of California, in
Investigations of Circadian Rhythms. Living
breadmold, bean plants, fruit flies, cockroaches, and
hamsters were transported to the South Pole to test
a hypothesis that organisms maintain their daily
rhythms through detection of geophysical force
changes with the Earth's rotation. Placed on a turn-
table that rotated counter to the Earth's rotation, the
organisms maintained their rhythmicity for a week at
the Pole. An exception was the cockroach, where
poor experimental animals seemed entirely respon-
sible for the lack of results. A new hypothesis must
be developed.

The final paper, by Thomas Hopkins, University
of Southern California, was Zoo plankton Standing
Crop in the Atlantic Sector of the Antarctic Ocean.
Using piston-activated, closing, Be nets for collecting
the plankton samples, Dr. Hopkins sorted '/4 ali-
quots to genus, sorting only those making up 5
percent or more of the plankton. He then meas-
ured the comparative standing crops as indicated by
dry weight analyses.

In samples collected between 550 and 25°W., he
found that above the Antarctic Convergence,
euphausiids contributed the greatest mass to the sur-
face plankton, and that the bulk of the plankton
occurred below 500 meters. Pelagic copepods, such
as Calanus, occurred only at 200 meters or great-
er. Samples taken further south generally contained
pelagic copepods, including Calanus, abundant near
the surface, apparently feeding on phytoplankton
there. A more diverse and less numerous overall
fauna was collected from deeper waters.

(Additional papers on antarctic research were pre-
sented at other sessions. They included Some As-
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pects of Under-Ice Diving Behavior in the Weddell
Seal, by Gerald L. Kooyman, University of Arizona;
Two Unique Sponges from Deep Antarctic Waters,
by Frank J. Little, Jr., University of Southern Cali-
fornia; and A Preliminary Report on Brachyuran
and A nomuran Crabs from Eltanin Antarctic Cruises,
by John S. Garth and Janet Haig, University of South-
ern California. Two antarctic films were shown,
"Antarctic Biology," by Herbert Ullmann, and "The
Story of the Penguins," a Russian movie prepared
under the supervision of Dean Naumov, Faculty of
Biological Sciences, Moscow State University).

Special Visitors
Observe Antarctic Operations

Each year the Department of Defense invites a
small group of distinguished persons to visit Antarc-
tica and observe United States activities. These in-
dividuals represent Congress, the Executive Branch
of the Government, business and industry, arts and
letters, the scientific community, and educational
institutions and organizations. In addition, repre-
sentatives of foreign countries are invited.

The first group of visitors for Deep Freeze 66 de-
parted Washington on November 11 and arrived in
Christchurch on the 14th. Accompanied by Rear
Admiral Fred E. Bakutis, they departed for McMur-
do Station three days later aboard an Air Force C-
1 30E Hercules. They arrived at McMurdo on No-
vember 18 and proceeded to the South Pole later
that day. During their stay in Antarctica, they were
given the opportunity also to visit Byrd Station and,
through the courtesy of the New Zealanders, Scott
Base. They received a tour of the nuclear reactor
at McMurdo and were flown to Cape Evans to see
Scott's hut.

Those departing the United States in the first
visitor group included the Honorable Ralph J. Riv-
ers, Congressman from Alaska; Dr. Albert G. West-
phal, Captain, USNR, Consultant to the House Com-
mittee on Foreign Affairs; Dr. John G. Stubenbord,
Captain, MC, USN (Ret.), Explorers Club; Mr.
Deane W. Mallott, member of the Defense Orienta-
tion Conference Association; and Mr. Norman L. Sil-
verman, member of the Navy League of the United
States.

Joining the group in Christchurch for the trip to
Antarctica were the following guests: Mr. S. A.
Whitehead, Member of Parliament, New Zealand
Labor Party; Mr. Roy E. Jack, Member of Parlia-
ment, New Zealand National Party; Lieutenant
Colonel F. J. Burnaby-Atkins, New Zealand Gov-
ernor General's Staff; and Commander Neville
Long, CEC, USNR, Manager, Manipuri Construc-
tion Project in New Zealand. Mr. Robert Perrin,
Administrative Assistant to Senator Pat McNamara,
joined the group at McMurdo. The visitors de-
parted McMurdo for Christchurch on November 24
except Mr. Perrin, who stayed until the 26th.

On November 27, Rear Admiral James W. Kelly,
USN, Chief of Chaplains, and his aide, Com-
mander Leon S. Darkowski, departed Washington
on a tour 'of isolated and combat areas which was
to include Antarctica, Japan, Korea, Guam, and
Vietnam. They arrived at McMurdo Station on De-
cember 2 and departed the next day to return to
Christchurch.

During his 24 hours at McMurdo, Chaplain Kelly
toured the various areas where the men were work-
ing and visited with them during mealtime in the
galley. In the evening he was presented a cake com-
memorating the 190th anniversary of the Navy
Chaplain Corps.

On January 12, Rear Admiral Henry A. Renken,
Commander, Service Force Atlantic Fleet, and Cap-
tain Spencer R. Smith, Commander, Construction
Battalions Atlantic Fleet, departed Christchurch with
Rear Admiral Fred E. Bakutis for McMurdo Station.
They arrived at McMurdo on the 13th and the fol-
lowing day were flown to the South Pole, Plateau
Station, and Little Jeana Station. On the 15th, they
visited Byrd Station, and two days later, departed
McMurdo for Christchurch.

Mr. Peter Scott, son of the famous explorer Cap-
tain Robert Falcon Scott, was also the guest of the
United States in Antarctica during January. He is a
member of a three-man BBC-TV camera team which
is filming a documentary contrasting the modern
mode of antarctic exploration with that of the past.
Mr. Scott was flown aboard a Navy ski-equipped
LC-130F aircraft from McMurdo to the South Pole
—a route similar to that taken by his father almost
54 years ago—in a matter of three hours as com-
pared to Captain Scott's 76 days. Mr. Scott visited
at Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station for two
days, then returned to McMurdo Station. While in
the McMurdo area, he visited his father's huts. One
is on Hut Point in Winter Quarters Bay and was built
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